EXTREMADURA TECH_TALENT
14 de noviembre de 2019. Madrid
[Logo]

Descripción de la empresa:
Metadatol is a product company born in Cáceres with the spirit of
solving the content management issues that occur on Pay TV
platforms by providing metadata and targeted solutions, based on
AWS.

MediaStream:
is an AWS-hosted service for the integrated
management of content metadata and linear/ondemand
programming info designed to consolidate multiple information
sources into a common repository and relay the unified information to
as many end-user TV platforms as required. Metadata unification is
aided by powerful AI algorithms designed to minimize human
supervision. MediaStream handles EPG and VoD (both external and inhouse) catalogs: in-house VoD comes with a complete programming
section covering commercial as well as licensing information.
MediaStream manages textual and image metadata, and, optionally,
can interoperate with MediaCode to track and control media asset
preparation and delivery.
Resumen de 3
proyectos en
ejecución

MediaCode: is an AWS-hosted workflow manager able to accept raw
asset files from content producers and channel them down a full
processing chain including encoding to various profiles, subtitle
embedding, quality control and watermarking. Output media files
(assets) are signaled to MediaStream so that MediaStream’s export
module can publish them along with associated metadata to
operator’s end-user TV platforms.
MediaTag: is an AI-powered assistant for the discovery and grouping
of content based on its metadata information. MediaTag uses some
powerful algorithms to analyze content metadata and media and
extract relevant keywords or tags. These tags are used to retrieve
matching content for tag clouds (or themes) created by the operator.
Finally, themes can be used to populate play lists of contents (or topics)
that can be further refined by the operator and exported to
MediaStream or some other external systems for exploitation

We are looking for a Technical Leader with project and people
management skills.
It´s a must to demonstrate vocation for teaching and habilities to
coordinate a small team.
Technology that the candidate have to kno:
Perfiles que se
demandan (añadir
adjunto si se quiere
ampliar la
información )

• JavaScript ES6
• NodeJS
• AWS
Management tools to use:
• JIRA
• Assembla
• Trello
It will be located in Cáceres. Moving to Madrid once or twice each two
weeks.

